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Jacques Cory's second book Activist Business
Ethics expands upon the theoretical concepts
developed in his first book Business Ethics: The
Ethical Revolution of Minority Shareholders
published by Kluwer Academic Publishers in March
2001. Activist business ethics is needed in order to
remedy the wrongdoing committed to stakeholders
and minority shareholders. This will be achieved by
cooperation between ethical businessmen, activist
academics, stakeholders and minority shareholders.
We should treat others as we would want others to
treat us, not through interest, but by conviction. Yet
this principle is not the guideline of many companies
in the modern business world, despite the fact that
most religions and philosophers have advocated it in
the last 3,000 years. How can we convince or
compel modern business to apply this principle? And
is it essential to the success of economy? In order to
answer these questions this book examines the
evolution of activist business ethics in business, in
democracies, in Christianity, Judaism, Islam,
Buddhism, in philosophy and psychology. The book
examines international aspects, the personification
of stakeholders, the predominance of values and
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ethics for CEOs and the inefficient safeguards of the
stakeholders' interests. The book presents new
vehicles for the safeguard of those interests, such as
the Internet, Transparency, Ethical Funds and
Activist Associations, and future activist vehicles,
such as the Supervision Board and the Institute of
Ethics. Today everybody is a stakeholder and a
minority shareholder of a company, directly or
through our pension funds, or as a client, a supplier,
a member of a community and a citizen. The
principal premise of the book is, therefore, that
ultimately the wrongdoers act against themselves.
The book is woven with many references on ethics
and business ethics from the professional and
classic world literature, the Bible and other religious
texts, poetry, maxims, and folk tales; showing that
ethical problems are similar throughout the ages and
cultures, but some of the solutions given in this book
are new and original. Activist Business Ethics is
primarily intended for the academic market and is
particularly appropriate for academics in business
administration, ethics and finance. It should also
appeal strongly to the professional business/finance
market, and to stakeholders and minority
shareholders as well, who are aware of the
wrongdoing committed to them and who want to
remedy the situation by activist conduct.
Award winning author Kim Warren presents his new
book: Strategic Management Dynamics – a complete
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framework in the field of Strategic Management.
Strategic Management Dynamics builds on, and
goes substantially beyond the existing strategy
textbooks with its focus on understanding and
managing how organisations perform over time.
Based on simple but powerful underlying principles,
the book both lays out a comprehensive approach to
strategy analysis, design and delivery, and connects
with established frameworks in the field. In Strategic
Management Dynamics Kim Warren provides a
valuable teaching resource, which can be used as a
core textbook to bring strategy to life. With numerous
examples from different sectors, the book is
supported by a rich variety of simulation–based
learning materials that are essential if strategy
principles are to be experienced, rather than just
discussed. For those who have already learned
about strategy, this book provides an important
update and extension of their knowledge. Key
Features: Many simulation models to demonstrate
dynamics principles in strategy as well as in
marketing, human–resource management, R&D,
operations management and other functions ideal for
class exercises and assignments. A detailed worked
example built up from chapter to chapter, illustrating
the key frameworks of strategy dynamics analysis.
Extensive discussion of established strategy
frameworks, adapted to demonstrate implications for
how organisations perform over time. Numerous
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academic and managerial references as useful
supplements in degree courses and executive
education. End–of–chapter questions and exercises,
supported by detailed worksheets.
This book comprehensively addresses the key facets
of marketing strategy and provides cutting-edge
direction for organizational success—all in a single
volume.
Message to the Reader p. vii Preface p. ix Introduction:
The Death of Sociology? Toward a New Paradigm p. xv I
Sociological Theory p. 1 1 Conflict Theory: Classical and
Contemporary p. 5 2 Situational Theory p. 15 3 Small
Groups: Theory and Methods p. 19 4 Means of Conflict
Resolution p. 29 5 The Urban Middleman: A
Comparative Analysis p. 47 6 What is Evil? Some New
Post-Modern Theories to Explain the Post-9/11 Era p. 69
II Images of Sociology p. 85 7 The Image of Sociology: A
Mixed Bag p. 87 8 The Making of a Sociologist p. 93 9
Radical Sociology Textbooks p. 111 10 Confronting the
Media: The Impact of Jonestown p. 121 11 The
Sociological Imagination of Film p. 125 III Creative Praxis
p. 137 12 Talking Police Blues: The Pedagogic Dilemma
of the Academic p. 141 13 Corporations that Grant
Degrees? p. 149 14 Computer Networks and
Metanetworks p. 157 15 Two Newtons or One? One
Affluent, One Not! p. 185 16 The Sociological
Imagination in Politics p. 193 17 Toward a Sociology and
History of Peace p. 197 IV Postscript p. 209 18 Jack
Nusan Porter: Thoughts on Internal and External Peace
Don Martindale p. 211 Sources p. 231 Index p. 233
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A resource for industry professionals and consultants,
this book on corporate strategy lays down the theories
and models for revitalizing companies in the face of
global recession. It discusses cutting-edge concepts,
constructs, paradigms, theories, models, and cases of
corporate strategic leadership for bringing about
transformation and innovation in companies. It
demonstrates that great companies are those that make
the leap from 'good' results to 'great' results and sustain
these for at least 15 years; it explores, reviews and
analyzes great transformation strategies in this context.
Each chapter in the book is appended with
transformation exercises that further explicate the
concepts.
A collection of twenty-three essays examines the texts
Aitken has studied over the years, discussing such topics
as political evolution, ethics, the proper use of money,
power, and sexual love, reflections on death and
marriage, and more

“Morten: And what are we going to do, when you
have made liberal-minded and high-minded men of
us? Dr. Stockman: Then you shall drive all the
wolves out of the country, my boys!” (Ibsen, An
Enemy of the People, Act V) The theoretical and
empirical research of this book describes how the
traditional safeguards of the rights of minority
shareholders have failed in their duty and how those
shareholders have remained practically without any
protection against the arbitrariness of the companies
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and majority shareholders. The law, the SEC,
society, boards of directors, independent directors,
auditors, analysts, underwriters and the press have
remained in many cases worthless panaceas.
Nevertheless, in the Ethics of 2000 new vehicles
have been developed for the protection of minority
shareholders, mainly the Internet, transparency,
activist associations and ethical funds. Those
vehicles give the shareholders at least the chance to
understand the pattern and methods that are utilized
to wrong them and give them a viable alternative for
investment in ethical funds. The new vehicles will
prevent minority shareholders from using the
Armageddon weapon, by ceasing to invest in the
stock exchange and causing the collapse of the
system, that discriminates against them.
A comprehensive collection of classic texts,
contemporary interpretations, guidelines for activists,
issue-specific information, and materials for
environmentally-oriented religious practice. Sources
and contributors include Basho, the Dalai Lama,
Thich Nhat Hanh, Gary Snyder, Chögyam Trungpa,
Gretel Ehrlich, Peter Mathiessen, Helen Tworkov
(editor of Tricycle), and Philip Glass.
A world list of books in the English language.
A guide to the information services and sources provided
to 100 types of small business by associations,
consultants, educational programs, franchisers,
government agencies, reference works, statisticians,
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suppliers, trade
shows, and
venture
capital firms.
Now in a handy, miniture edition, this classic stresses
openness, personal integrity, and community
involvement as the keys to business success. Michael
Phillips--who developed MasterCard--and international
consultant Salli Rasberry present an inspiring book that
debunks popular myths about how to start and manage a
small business.
This work provides the legal and business guidelines for
operating a paralegal service outside of the law office.
This book discusses the future prospects for the
deregulation of the law and the paralegals right to
operate on their own.
In this thorough, topic-by-topic approach to nonprofit
earned income, consultant Edward Skloot demonstrates
how nonprofits can launch successful enterprises without
compromising their missions. Each chapter written by a
different expert and includes case studies, practical howto information, and insights derived from actual
experience.
This collection of essays by eminent traditionalists and
contemporary thinkers throws into sharp relief many of
the urgent problems of today.
Author Michael Seltzer acts as your personal fundraising
consultant. Beginners get bottom-line facts and easy-tofollow worksheets that guarantee success. Fundraisers
benefit from a complete review of the basics, new moneymaking strategies, and ideas for meeting the challenge
of increased competition for limited philanthropic dollars.
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